It is well known (and due to Delsarte [3] ) that the three concepts (i) two-weight projective code, (ii) strongly regular graph defined by a difference set in a vector space, and (iii) subset X of a projective space such that ISnHI takes only two values when H runs over all hyperplanes, are equivalent. Here we construct some new examples (formulated as in (iii)) by taking a quadric defined over a small field and cutting out a quadric defined over a larger field.
Let F be a field with r elements and F 0 a subfield with q elements, so that r = qe for some e > 1. Let V be a vector space of dimension d over F and write V0 for the same vector space but now regarded as a vector space of dimension de over F0. 
(qe-l_ 1)(qde-e-l_eqde/2-e).

IXnnl = ~-2S-1 (ii) a ± is a secant hyperplane but H is tangent.
We find the same value for Inn O01 as before; this time a ± n Q is a nondegener- Proof. We already saw the first part. For the connections with two-weight codes and strongly regular graphs see Calderbank & Kantor [2] . []
Comparison with known constructions
For e = +1 the graphs constructed above have the parameters of Latin square graphs derived from OA(u, g), where u = qde/2 and g = qde/2-e(qe-l_ 1).
Many constructions for graphs with Latin square parameters are known; I do not know whether the graphs constructed above are isomorphic to previously constructed ones.
For e =-1 these graphs have 'negative Latin square' parameters. When d= 2 these are known (not surprisingly: Q is empty, so X=Qo\Q=Qo ) but for d_>4 they seem to be new. The smallest graph constructed here and not known before has parameters (q = e = 2, d = 4): o=256, k=68, 2=12, /~=20, r=4, s=-12.
A cyclotomic description of this same graph can be given by taking V= GF(256), O(x)=xl7+x 68, X= {~15i+j 10_<i_ < 16, j= 1,2,4,8} where c~ is a primitive element of GF(256).
Case d odd
Similar computations when d is odd show that IXO H I takes more than two distinct values here, so that this case is not interesting for our purpose.
